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Chris tofle's  Mood Collection, which Karl Lagerfeld's  limited-edition will be a part of. Image credit: Chris tofle

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Designer Karl Lagerfeld is adding another category to his resume through a partnership with French silver
manufacturer Christofle.

Mr. Lagerfeld is working with the brand to design a set of cutlery for its Mood collection to be released in the fall.
According to Women's Wear Daily, customers can preorder the set during New York Fashion Week in September at
various locations.

Lagerfeld and Christofle
Christofle's Karl Lagerfeld set will be numbered and signed by the designer himself and placed in two egg-shaped
storage capsules.

The capsules are designed with an art deco aesthetic in mind with a play on shadow and light, which Mr. Lagerfeld
is known for.
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Christofle and Karl Lagerfeld's collab logo. Image credit: Christofle

To celebrate the collection, Christofle is hosting a special dinner where its new CEO, Nathalie Remy, will be in
attendance. The dinner will take place in New York on June 21.

During NYFW, preordering will be available at The Webster, Christofle's store on Madison Avenue and Karl
Lagerfeld store in SoHo, as well as online.

On Sept. 14, London Fashion Week attendees can also preorder at Harrods and Karl Lagerfeld, before the products
become available in Paris on Sept. 25.

The Rue Saint-Honor Christofle location and Karl Lagerfeld Boulevard Saint-Germain boutique will offer the
preorder.

Oct. 1 will mark the collaborative collection's official worldwide launch.

Instagram post from Christofle

Mr. Lagerfeld is known for his many collaborations and limited-edition collections with other brands, as his fans
are highly interested in these exclusives.

The designer also recently extended his eponymous brand into cosmetics with a collection that reflects his playful
yet polished aesthetic.

Working with Australian cosmetics company ModelCo, the label has created a 50-piece line that includes products
and tools. While Karl Lagerfeld has previously released fragrances, this marks the brand's first makeup line (see
story).
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